POLARMOSS ISLAND
USER AND INSTALLATION GUIDE
Welcome to interior design enhancement
with Polarmoss!
This installation guide will help you install the Polarmoss
Island on the wall.
The Polarmoss Island is an interior decoration product
that is handmade from natural reindeer moss.
The moss’s journey to this product began with careful
hand-picking in the forest. Then the moss was manually
colored and preserved, and finally it was fastened with
metal hooks to a cork base.
Like reindeer moss in nature, the colored and preserved
moss of the Polarmoss Island reacts inherently to
ambient humidity. These natural characteristic changes
do not harm the product.

To keep your Polarmoss Island at its best,
note that

Product package content for installation
›› Polarmoss Island; installation plate attached
to the back side of the product
›› Wall part

›› The product is meant for indoor use only.

›› Screw and screw anchor

›› The product cannot be placed in direct contact with
water.
›› The moss of the product may be touched only with
utmost care when the moss is dry. The moss dries
and breaks easily when the relative humidity of
the air is under 40%. At 40% relative humidity the
moss gradually starts to soften. Above 40% relative
humidity the moss stays soft and tolerates normal
touching well.
›› Placing the product in direct sunlight may cause
some minor discoloration of the moss over time.
›› The product does not need any maintenance. If
desired, it can be cleaned gently with the dust
brush of a vacuum cleaner.
›› Store the product in a plastic bag.
Dispose of the product together with household waste.

Tools needed for installation
›› Measuring tape
›› Pencil
›› Drilling machine or screwdriver

Warnings!
The product is meant for interior decoration
only; it is not meant for consumption and
should not be tasted. Due to the metal hooks,
the product should be kept out of the reach of
children and pets.
Small items and plastic bags are included in
the product’s packaging; to avoid any danger of
suffocation, keep these away from children and
pets.
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1. PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
›› Make sure the screw and screw anchor are suitable
for your wall material.
›› Make sure the wall material is suitable for drilling
and solid enough to carry the weight of the product.
Be careful of possible plumbing and/or electrical
wiring inside the wall.
›› Arrange the Islands, e.g., on the floor or a table,
according to the desired design of the installation.
You may want to cover the floor or table with
protective paper or plastic.

TIPS FOR USE
The special installation plate of the product allows
the position of the Polarmoss Island to be adjusted
on the wall.
You can also easily move the product from the wall
onto a table and back, as the Polarmoss Island is
also a great interior decoration product as a table
decoration.
Polarmoss Islands are available in several colors
and three different sizes; the shape in each size is
slightly different. By clustering them they add an
extra dimension to interior decoration.
The Polarmoss Island also fits together well with
other Polarmoss interior design products.

2. INSTALLATION

To watch a video of the Polarmoss Island and learn
more about the product, visit www.polarmoss.fi .

Insert the screw anchor
1. Measure the position of the hole on the wall.
2. Mark the position with a pencil.
3. Drill a 6 mm/0.237 in. hole at the mark on the wall.
4. Insert the screw anchor into the hole.

Fasten the wall part
5. Fasten the wall part with the screw into the screw
anchor. Make sure the wall part is right side up with
the smaller side against the wall.

Place the Polarmoss Island
6. Place the Island on the wall so that the installation
plate attached to the back side of the product hangs
from the wall part.
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